Surfaces of multilayer semiconductors typically have regions of atomically flat terraces separated by atom-high steps. Here we investigate the properties of the low-energy states appearing at the surface atomic steps in Sn1−xPbxTe1−ySey. We identify the important approximate symmetries and use them to construct relevant topological invariants. We calculate the dependence of mirror-and spin-resolved Chern numbers on the number of layers and show that the step states appear when these invariants are different on the two sides of the step. Moreover, we find that a particle-hole symmetry can protect one-dimensional Weyl points at the steps. Since the local density of states is large at the step the system is susceptible to different types of instabilities, and we consider an easy-axis magnetization as one realistic possibility. We show that magnetic domain walls support low-energy bound states because the regions with opposite magnetization are topologically distinct in the presence of non-symmorphic chiral and mirror symmetries, providing a possible explanation for the zero-bias conductance peak observed in the recent experiment [Mazur et al., arXiv:1709.04000].
Surfaces of multilayer semiconductors typically have regions of atomically flat terraces separated by atom-high steps. Here we investigate the properties of the low-energy states appearing at the surface atomic steps in Sn1−xPbxTe1−ySey. We identify the important approximate symmetries and use them to construct relevant topological invariants. We calculate the dependence of mirror-and spin-resolved Chern numbers on the number of layers and show that the step states appear when these invariants are different on the two sides of the step. Moreover, we find that a particle-hole symmetry can protect one-dimensional Weyl points at the steps. Since the local density of states is large at the step the system is susceptible to different types of instabilities, and we consider an easy-axis magnetization as one realistic possibility. We show that magnetic domain walls support low-energy bound states because the regions with opposite magnetization are topologically distinct in the presence of non-symmorphic chiral and mirror symmetries, providing a possible explanation for the zero-bias conductance peak observed in the recent experiment [Mazur et al., arXiv:1709 .04000].
Sn 1−x Pb x Te 1−y Se y multilayers have attracted interest due to experimentally observed 3D topological crystalline insulator phase [1] [2] [3] with protected surface Dirac cones [4, 5] and theoretically predicted 2D quantum spin Hall insulator [6, 7] and topological crystalline insulator [8] [9] [10] phases supporting protected edge modes. Remarkably, various defects also give rise to low-energy states in this system [11, 12] . Robust 1D modes were observed at the surface atomic steps separating regions of even and odd number of layers [12] , and they can be understood as topologically protected flat bands in the case of a simplified model with a chiral symmetry [13] . In a more accurate description these step modes have a band width but the local density of states (LDOS) is large so that the system is expected to be susceptible to formation of spin, charge, orbital or superconducting order [11, 14, 15] . Indeed, recent experiments indicate that an order parameter emerges at low temperatures and surprisingly it is accompanied with an appearance of a robust zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP) in the tunneling conductance [16, 17] . The temperature and magnetic field dependence of the energy gap are consistent with the BCS theory suggesting the existence of superconductivity and under such circumstances the ZBCP is often interpreted as an indication of Majorana modes [16] [17] [18] [19] . The Majorana zero modes are intensively searched non-Abelian quasiparticles which hold a promise for topological quantum computation [20] . Therefore, this experimental finding calls for a critical theoretical study of the different mechanisms which may explain the appearance of the ZBCP.
In this Letter we show that Sn 1−x Pb x Te 1−y Se y multilayers are a paradigmatic system for realization of symmetry-protected topological phases due to emergent symmetries of the low-energy theory, and therefore the ZBCP can appear without the existence of superconductivity. We first show that the important 2D bulk topological invariants are the mirror-resolved Chern number (existing due to structural mirror symmetry) and spin-resolved Chern number (due to approximate spinrotation symmetry). For odd number of layers the mirror symmetry is a standard point-group operation [ Fig. 1(a) ] 2 whereas for even number of layers it is a non-symmorphic (NS) symmetry [ Fig. 1(b) ], so that adding one layer can change the topology of the system [9, 10] . We calculate the dependence of the Chern numbers on the number of layers and show that the step states appear when these invariants are different on the two sides of the step. The theory and experiment [12, 13] attribute step states only to odd-height steps, but we predict that also even-height steps can exhibit step-states consistent with other experiment [21] . Moreover, an approximate particle-hole symmetry can protect 1D Weyl points at the steps. We discuss the conditions under which a spontaneous symmetry breaking gives rise to an energy gap at the step and we study an easy-axis magnetic order as one possibility. We show that magnetic domain walls (DWs) support low-energy bound states because the regions with opposite magnetization are topologically distinct in the presence of NS chiral and mirror symmetries. Moreover, due to the appearance of DWs the Fermi level is pinned to the energy of the DW states for a range of electron density providing a possible explanation for the ZBCP observed in the experiment [16] . The temperature and magnetic field dependencies of the experimentally observed gap and ZBCP are consistent with our theory.
Our starting point is a p-orbital tight-binding Hamiltonian describing bulk topological crystalline insulator in Sn 1−x Pb x Te 1−y Se y -material class [5] 
whereĉ jα (r) are vectors of fermionic operators corresponding to p x -, p y -and p z -orbitals and the indices denote the sublattice j ∈ {1, 2} [(Sn,Pb)/(Te,Se) atoms], spin α and lattice site r. Hereσ α,β is a vector of Pauli matrices andd rr are unit vectors pointing from r to r .
When not otherwise stated we use m = 1.65 eV, nearestneighbor (inter-sublattice) hoppings t 12 = 0.9 eV, nextnearest-neighbor hoppings t 11 = −t 22 = −0.5 eV and spin-orbit couplings
In the k-space, choosing a cubic unit cell with internal sites at the corners labeled by i = 1, . . . , 8 [23] , the 3D bulk Hamiltonian can be represented as
where ε αβ is a Levi-Civita symbol, L α = iε αβγ are the 3× 3 angular momentum L = 1 matrices, Σ is a diagonal 8×8 matrix with entries s i = ±1 at the two sublattices, and h (1) α (k α ) and h (2) α,β (k α , k β ) are 8 × 8 matrices describing hopping between the nearest-neighbor and next-nearestneighbor lattice sites in the directionsα andα + αββ , respectively [23] . We allow the possibility to tune the spin-orbit coupling terms λ α (α = x, y, z) to be different from each other although in the real material λ α = λ.
We focus on Hamiltonian H N ( k) for N layers in the z-direction. The mirror symmetries with respect to the z-plane for systems with odd/even number of layers can be written as M . We find that C + = 2(−1) n for N = 2n + 1 (we exclude N = 1 as an exceptional case) and C ± = 0 for N = 2n (n ∈ N) [25] . The edge state spectra for N = 3 and N = 4 is shown in Figs. 1(c,d) . As predicted by C ± = ∓2 we see two pairs of counterpropagating gapless edge modes in the case N = 3, but surprisingly we find four pairs of edge modes in a system of N = 4 layers. A careful examination of the spectrum in the case N = 4 shows that there exists small gaps (which do not vanish in the limit of large systems), so that these edge modes are consistent with C ± = 0.
To understand the existence of almost gapless edge modes in the case of N = 4 we notice that the momentum in the z-direction is quantized and the low-energy degrees of freedom are associated with a motion within the (x, y)-plane [26] . Therefore, the components of the spin-orbit coupling λ α (α = x, y, z) do not have equally strong effects on the spectrum, and the dominant contribution comes from λ z σ z L z . Hence, turning off λ x and λ y is a good approximation [cf. Figs. 1(d) and 2(b)] and this leads to a spin rotation symmetry with respect to the zaxis. This symmetry allows to block-diagonalize H N ( k), allowing a calculation of spin-resolved Chern numbers C ↑ = −C ↓ as a function of N . The results are shown in Fig. 2(a) and suggest that C ↑ grows linearly with N and takes values C ↑ = 2 + 4m (m ∈ Z) for odd N and C ↑ = 4m (m ∈ Z) for even N . In particular, the result for N = 4 is consistent with number of edge modes in Figs. 1(d), 2(b). By switching off λ x and λ y the spinrotation symmetry becomes exact so that the tiny gaps originally present in the spectrum vanish completely.
These Chern numbers provide an interpretation for the appearance of the step modes. Namely, due to the bulkboundary correspondence the step modes appear whenever C ↑ is different on the two sides of the step [ Figs. 1 However, in the case of three layers the mirror-resolved Chern number was modified due to this effect, and therefore in that case we use renormalized λz = 0.5 eV. (b) The spectrum for a four-layer system with gapless edge modes. (c) Gapless spectrum for a step between three-and four-layer systems can be protected by a Z2 invariant if λx = 0.
(h)]. In the case of a step separating even and odd number of layers ∆C ↑ = 2+4m (m ∈ Z) and therefore at least two pairs of helical step modes [27] always exist at these steps in agreement with Refs. [12, 13] 
These step modes are weakly gapped because the spinrotation symmetry is only present as an approximate symmetry. However, we can use C + to show that these gaps vanish in the limit N → ∞. Namely, by using a symmetrized step-construction shown in Fig. 1 (f),(h), we find that in a system containing steps on both surfaces there exists |∆C + | = 4 pairs of counterpropagating gapless edge modes (two pairs per surface step) protected by the mirror symmetry. In the limit N → ∞ the step modes at the different surfaces are completely decoupled, and therefore a single step appearing at one of the surfaces must also support two pairs of counterpropagating gapless edge modes. Numerically, we find that the gaps indeed approach zero with increasing number of layers. Interestingly, we find that also even-height steps can exhibit |∆C ↑ | = 4|m| (m ∈ Z) pairs of step modes consistent with the experiment [21], but the appearance of these step modes depends on N on each side of the step as described by the corresponding values of C ↑ .
In the case of a one atom-high step and finite N the step modes are weakly gapped even though C ± are different on two sides of the step because the mirror symmetry M z (k x ) is symmorphic (NS) on the side with odd N (even N ) so that the step breaks the mirror symmetry and hybridizes the mirror blocks. However, we find that the step modes can still be exactly gapless as long as λ x = 0 [ Fig. 2(c) ]. This effect comes from the existence of an effective particle-hole symmetry which together with a mirror symmetry gives rise to an antiunitary chiral sym-
where m x is a mirror reflection with respect to the x-plane interchanging the sublattices [23] . Due to this symmetry the Hamiltonian for a system with finite width N y in y-direction H N,Ny (k x ) supports a Z 2 Pfaffian-invariant, which protects a 1D Weyl point if it changes sign as a function of k x [28, 29] . As demonstrated in Fig. 2 (c) this kind Weyl points can be realized at the steps if λ x = 0, so that even in finite systems the step modes can be almost gapless.
Since we have now established the topological origin of the gapless step modes in the non-interacting system, we turn our attention to the correlation effects (e.g. spin, charge, orbital or superconducting order), which are inevitably present due to the large LDOS [11, 14, 15] . Here our aim is to demonstrate that there exists also a mechanism for the appearance of the ZBCP in the absence of superconductivity without performing a detailed analysis of the competition between different types of order. We require that the order parameter must open an energy gap, which means that it must break the approximate symmetries allowing the definition of the topological invariants C ↑(↓) and C ± . Thus, for concreteness we assume that there exists a magnetic instability in the vicinity of the steps (either due to magnetic impurities or the electrons in vicinity of steps) giving rise to a Zeeman field
Because the step modes are approximately spin-polarized along the z-direction the directions of h within the (x, y)-plane are efficient in opening an energy gap, and due to spin-orbit coupling terms the magnitude of the gap depends also on the direction of h within the (x, y)-plane [23] . Therefore, the system realizes an easy-axis ferromagnet and the topological defects in such kind of a system are DWs [30] . In the following we consider h = (h x , 0, 0) pointing along x-direction.
To study the possibility of the existence of topologically protected DW states we need to determine the lowenergy theory for a single step, the emergent symmetries and the corresponding topological invariants. Although h x breaks TRS the spectrum of a system with two steps still exhibits Kramers degeneracy at k x = π [ Fig. 1(g 
where g(k x ) describes a mirror reflection within the unit cell with respect to x-plane with suitable phasefactors e ±ikx/2 and r z denotes π-rotation with respect to z axis [23] . T (k x ) has an interesting property that it squares to +1 (−1) at k x = 0 (k x = π) which yields Kramer degeneracy only at k x = π. From each Kramers doublet at k x = π we can select the state with larger projection on each step, and this way we can assign half of the states to each step. Our low-energy theory is obtained by expanding the Hamiltonian around k x = π in one of the subspaces of the projected states. By assuming λ y = 0 we notice that the system supports a NS mirror symmetry Fig. 3(a) ].
We find that in the presence of these symmetries there exists three topologically distinct phases shown in Fig. 3(b) . The trivial phase for |h x | < h c is separated from the two non-trivial ones by the energy gap closings at h x = ±h c . The non-trivial phases are characterized by a NS chiral Z 2 invariant ν = 1 [23, 31] . Moreover, the phases at h x < −h c and h x > h c are topologically distinct because the band-inversions when going from trivial phase to non-trivial ones occur in the different subspaces of the mirror eigenvalues M x (π) = ±1. It is not a priori known whether the DWs between the topologically distinct phases in this symmetry class support DW states [31] . However, numerically we find that the interface between a trivial phase and a non-trivial one yields one low-energy bound state per DW, whereas the interface between two non-trivial phases with opposite h x gives rise to two low-energy bound states per DW [Figs. 3(cf) ]. The number of low-energy bound states in each case is consistent with the number of zero-energy DW states expected in the case of smooth DWs [23] . Although these states resemble the zero-energy DW states considered in the context of Dirac equation [32] and Su-SchriefferHeeger (SSH) model [33] [34] [35] , there is an important difference coming from the fact that they are realized in a model belonging to a different symmetry class. Namely, the appearance of the DW breaks the NS symmetries, and therefore the energies of these states are not exactly zero even in the limit of large systems [23] . Moreover, the energies depend on the tight binding parameters and in this sense they resemble the topological DW states in systems with more complicated unit cells consisting of three or more atoms [36] . Nevertheless, we find that for realistic system parameters the DW states appear close to the zero energy [23] .
Because the DW states are not exactly at zero energy, one would expect that in high-resolution tunneling spectroscopy it would be possible to observe two splitted peaks in the tunneling conductance in the vicinity of zero 5 voltage. However, already quite small broadening of the energy levels leads to a single ZBCP [ Fig. 3(g), (h)] [23] . Moreover, we point out that for sufficiently large density of DWs the DW bound states will hybridize and form a continuous impurity band inside the energy gap leading to a single ZBCP where the height of the peak depends on the density of DWs [ Fig. 3(g), (h) ]. The ZBCP is robust against variations of the density because in analogy to the SSH model [35] we expect that the DWs are the lowest energy charged excitations in the system, and therefore small density of excess electrons (or excess holes) is accommodated in the system by increasing the number of DWs, so that up to some critical variation of the density the Fermi level is pinned to the energy of the DW states. Similar situation occurs in quantum Hall ferromagnets where the lowest energy charged excitations are topological spin textures called skyrmions [37] which appear due to excess electrons and have been observed using NMR techniques [38] . We point out that also the theoretically expected parameteric dependencies of the ZBCP and the energy gap are consistent with the experimental observations [16] . The increase of temperature will lead to a suppression of the order parameter decreasing the energy gap. The external magnetic field leads to a confinement between the DWs similarly as a symmetry breaking term in the SSH model [35] , so that the number of DWs and the magnitude of the ZBCP decrease. Furthermore, we find that by increasing the Zeeman field the energy gap of the system decreases and the system undergoes a transition to gapless phase [23] . Therefore, all the experimental observations can be explained without requiring the existence of superconductivity. 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR "TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF MULTILAYERS AND SURFACE STEPS IN THE SNTE MATERIAL CLASS". UNIT CELL, HAMILTONIAN AND SYMMETRIES
As discussed in the main text the 3D bulk Hamiltonian can be represented as
α=x,y,z
where ε αβ is a Levi-Civita symbol, L α = iε αβγ are the 3 × 3 angular momentum L = 1 matrices and h
α,β (k α , (k β ) are matrices describing hopping between sites of 8-site unit cells (see 1) being either nearest or next nearest neighbors. These are given by, 
Σ is a diagonal matrix describing mass modulation in a unit cell and has diagonal entries (−1, 1, −1, 1, −1, 1, −1, 1) . In the absence of the α component of SOC the system which is translationally invariant in at least x direction has a NS chiral symmetry of the form,
where m x is a mirror-x reflection of the cell given by, . The plane of the mirror m x cuts the unit cell into halves and interchanges the sublattices and this is why it appears in the chiral symmetry operator. Its relation to the Hamiltonian is standard, i.e., {H k , S α (k x )} = 0 for every k-point. In the main text we always use S(k x ) ≡ S y (k x ) so the y subscript is omitted for brevity. The same gauge g(k x ) matrix is used for constructing the NS x-plane mirror reflection in the k-space, i.e., 
† = H kx,−ky,kz , and by combining R z with M z (k x ) we get an inversion symmetry, i.e., I(k
now combined with time-reversal symmetry, T = Kσ y ⊗ 1 3 ⊗ 1 8 where K is complex conjugation, in a form of
every band is Kramers degenerate within whole Brillouin zone (BZ).
When the system is not fully 3D but consists of a finite number N of atomic layers stacked in the z direction then one complication arizes. When N is even then the supercell can be constructed by stacking cubic cells vertically and replacing exponents of k z by hopping in the real space along z. The spatial part of the symmetry operators may become richer if they permute the layers. Especially, the M z becomes a symmorphic symmetry in case of odd N because we have to stack (N − 1)/2 of whole cubic cells and one half extra which makes the reflection plane coincide with the central layer of the system. This leads to the M o z versions of the M z (k x ) operator (with no k x dependence) whereas for even N the M e z (k x ) is defined with the same intracell reflection m z accompanied by a permutation of cells that reverts their order along z direction.
In both even and odd case M z anticommutes with T and commutes with the multilayer 2D Hamiltonian, i.e., [H N (k x , k y ), M o,e z ] = 0 ,which implies that the double degeneracy of every band is resolved in the M z invariant subspaces. It is due to the peculiarity of the NS symmetry that in the even case the M z subspaces keep internal TRS. This can be understood in a following way described in Ref. [1] . Take the eigenvectors of M e z (k x ) and write them in the columns of matrix U (k x ). In the basis given by U (k x ) matrix M e z (k x ) has a diagonal form and Hamiltonian and TRS are denoted as
The Hamiltonian commutes with M e z (k x ) so it has block-diagonal form but TRS is antidiagonal due to anticommutation with M e z (k x ). Apparently there is no TRS inside the diagonal blocks of H N . One can however notice that U (k x ) is not 2π-but 4π-periodic due to nonsymmophicity so one can define a non-trivial unitary matrix χ that produces the 2π shift of the bands in the U (k x ) basis, i.e.,
Now, knowing that eigensubspaces of M e z (k x ) are interchanged after a shift of 2π it is easy to notice that χ has a purely antidiagonal structure, just like T . Therefore, by combining these two operators we obtain an intra-block TRS, i.e.,
which is a time-reversal with respect to the (k x , k y ) = (2π, 0) point. This relation is enough to guarantee that the mirror-resolved Chern numbers vanish in the case of even number of layers N . Another way of resolving the global double degeneracy is to have a spin-rotation symmetry around some axis which happens when only one component of SOC is present, i.e., having only λ z non-zero yields a symmetry given by S z = σ z ⊗ 1 3 ⊗ 1 8 . The spin subspaces do not depend on spatial symmetries so the spin-resolved Chern numbers are allowed for any N . When a step along x is introduced in the system the dimension of the k-space is further reduced to 1D and the Hamiltonian is denoted as H {N,N } (k x ) where N and N denote the number of layers at the either side of the step edge. Note that apart from the effective single step Hamiltonian we always considered system periodic in the y direction so that the steps come in pairs and the y-plane mirror M y (k x ) is conserved. Then in the absence of λ x another combined antiunitary operation can be defined; a chiral symmetry S = T M x (k x )S x (k x ) being symmorphic and satisfying S 2 = +1. It allows for transformation that makes the Hamiltonian purely imaginary. Its explicit form is S = Kσ y ⊗ (2L 2 x − 1) ⊗ (iΣm x ) and the relation with the Hamiltonian is usual anticommutation although due to antiunitarity it does not yield two off-diagonal blocks of H {N,N } (k x ). A part of S symmetry is T S x (k x ) which is referred as an effective particle-hole symmetry in the main text. What is peculiar about S is that it is compatible with a Zeeman field term in any direction. Finally, if we set the Zeeman field as h = (h x , 0, 0) in the absence of λ y the unitary symmetries that survive are mirror M x (k x ) and chirality S y (k x ) ≡ S(k x ). The y-plane mirror M y (k x ) is not a symmetry any more as it anticommutes with a field term but together with T it form a NS time-reversal symmetry T (k x ) = T M y (k x ) that can be expressed as T (k x ) = K1 2 ⊗ (2L 2 y − 1) ⊗ g(k x )r z and it yields a relation with Hamiltonian,
It is another peculiarity of a NS symmetry that T 2 (0) = 1 but T 2 (π) = −1 so that the Kramers degeneracy appears only at k x = π [1].
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DEPENDENCE OF THE STEP MODE DISPERSION ON THE NUMBER OF LAYERS
As shown in Fig. 2 , for increasing number of layers N the system tends to develop Dirac cones with closing of the bulk gap that are consistent with the (001) surface of the TCI. The dispersion of the step states connecting these cones becomes more and more flat, as expected. 
DEPENDENCE OF THE ENERGY GAP ON THE ZEEMAN FIELD
The behavior of the energy gap E g of a system with step states is non-trivial when the Zeeman field is switched on. In Fig. 3(a) we show the dependence of E g on h x . Consistently with the results presented in the main text above some critical value of h x the gap opens up to maximal value around h x = 0.06t 12 but then it decreases and tends to close again. The dependence on the direction of the field in the xy and xz planes is shown in Figs. 3(b-c) . We expect that in the case of magnetic instability there exists an easy-axis along x-direction because the magnetization in x-direction maximizes the gap and leads to a minimum of the free energy. 
DEPENDENCE OF THE DOMAIN WALL STATE ENERGIES ON THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS
The scaling properties of the bulk gap of the step modes E g and the energy of the DW states E 0 in case of sharp DWs are complicated and depend on the value of the Zeeman field. Here we consider the field in the x direction. In  Fig. 4 we show the values of h x = h max x that maximize the bulk gap E g for systems of 2/3 and 6/7 layers as a function of N y . We observe saturation of both h max x and E g in the limit N y → ∞. We now consider the case of optimal bulk gap and study the energies of the DW states for magnetic domains with opposite magnetization ±h x as a function for each Ny and considered a DW between regions with opposite magnetizations hx and −hx. The energies are shown for system sizes (a),(b),(c) 2/3 layers and Nx = 52, (d),(e),(f) 2/3 layers and Nx = 104, and (g),(h),(i) 6/7 layers and Nx = 52. We have used λz = 0.5 eV.
of the system size. The results are presented in Fig. 5 for various system sizes and we consider E 0 /E g as the figure of merit. N y is taken in a range of roughly N x < N y < 5/2N x . We see that E 0 /E g is typically between 0.1 and
